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Outline
Part 1. Received theory of sound change: the 
comparative method of phylogenetic
reconstruction of sounds

Part 2. What kinds of sound change occur, and why?

- considered as operations over symbols

- considered as transformations on continuous functions

Part 3. Digital necrophonetics: a programme for the 
reinvention of the comparative method



Part 1. Received theory
Latin French Spanish Italian

1 'side' costa ≈ [ˈkosta] [kot] [�kosta] [ˈkɔsta]

2 'body' corpus ≈ [ˈkorpus] [kɔʀ] [�kwerpo] [ˈkɔrpo]

3 'key' clavis ≈ [ˈkla:vis] [kle] [�klave] [�kjave]

4 'cross' crux ≈ [kruks] [kʀwa] [kruθ] [kroˈtʃe]

5 'to sing' cantare ≈ [kanˈtare] [ʃãte] [kan�tar] [kan�tare]

6 'dear' carus ≈ [ˈka:rus] [ʃɛʀ] [�karo] [�karo]

7 'wax' cera ≈ [ˈke:ra] [siʀ] [ˈθera] [ˈtʃera]

8 'a hundred' centum ≈ [ˈkentum] [sã] [θjen] [ˈtʃento]

9 'community' civitas ≈ [ˈki:vita:s] [site] [θjuðad] [tʃitˈta]



Latin French Spanish Italian

1 costa [k] before [o] [k] [k] [k]

2 corpus [k] before [o] [k] [k] [k]

3 clavis [k] before [l] [k] [k] [k]

4 crux [k] before [r] [k] [k] [k]

5 cantare [k] before [a] [ʃ] [k] [k]

6 carus [k] before [a] [ʃ] [k] [k]

7 cera [k] before [e] [s] [θ] [tʃ]

8 centum [k] before [e] [s] [θ] [ʃ]

9 civitas [k] before [i] [s] [θ] [ʃ]

Conditioned changes



Observed Predicted

French [ʃ] Spanish [k] Italian [k] Latin c ≈[k]

10 champs [ʃã]

11 chapeau [ʃapo]

12 chateau [ʃato]

13 cheval [ʃəval]

14 chou [ʃu]

15 chambre [ʃãbʀ]

16 chemin [ʃəmɛ̃]

17 cheville [ʃəvij]

18 chef [ʃe]



Observed Predicted

French [ʃ] Spanish [k] Italian [k] Latin c ≈[k]

Observed

10 champs [ʃã] [ˈkampo]  [ˈkampo]  campus

11 chapeau [ʃapo] [kaˈpota]  [kaˈpɛllo]  

12 chateau [ʃato] [kasˈtiʎo]  [kasˈtɛllo]  castrum

13 cheval [ʃəval] [kaˈbaʎo]  [kaˈvallo]  caballus

14 chou [ʃu] [kol]       [ˈkavolo]  caulis

15 chambre [ʃãbʀ] [ˈkamara]  [ˈkamera]  camera

16 chemin [ʃəmɛ̃] [kaˈmino]  [kamˈmino]  

17 cheville [ʃəvij] [toˈbiʎo]   [kaˈviʎʎa]  talus

18 chef [ʃe] [kaˈbeθa] [ˈkapo]  caput



Observed Predicted

French [ʃ] Spanish [k] Italian [k] Latin c ≈[k]

Observed

10 champs [ʃã] [ˈkampo]  � [ˈkampo]  � campus�

11 chapeau [ʃapo] [kaˈpota]  � [kaˈpɛllo]  �

12 chateau [ʃato] [kasˈtiʎo]  � [kasˈtɛllo]  � castrum�

13 cheval [ʃəval] [kaˈbaʎo]  � [kaˈvallo]  � caballus�

14 chou [ʃu] [kol]       � [ˈkavolo]  � caulis�

15 chambre [ʃãbʀ] [ˈkamara]  � [ˈkamera]  � camera�

16 chemin [ʃəmɛ̃] [kaˈmino]  � [kamˈmino]  �

17 cheville [ʃəvij] [toˈbiʎo]   � [kaˈviʎʎa]  � talus �

18 chef [ʃe] [kaˈbeθa] � [ˈkapo]  � caput�



Observed Predicted

Italian [tʃ] Spanish [θ] French [s] Latin c ≈[k]

Observed

19 cedro 'citron' [ˈtʃedro] ― (limón) [sitʀɔ ̃]  � citrum �

20 cella 'cell' [ˈtʃella] [θelda]  � [selyl]  � cella�

21 cenere 'ash' [ˈtʃenere] [θeniθa]  � [sãdʀ]  � cinis �

22 cervo 'deer' [ˈtʃɛrvo] [θjervo]  � [sɛʀ]  � cervus �

23 ciclo 'cycle' [ˈtʃiklo] [θiklo]  � [sikl]  � ― (orbis)

24 circolo 'circle' [ˈtʃirkolo] [θirkulo]  � [sɛʀkl]  � circulus �

25 cielo 'sky' [ˈtʃɛlo] [θjelo]  � [sjɛl]  � caelum �

26 cigno 'swan' [ˈtʃiɲɲo] [θisne] � [siɲ]  � cycnus, cygnus �

27 cintura 'belt' [tʃinˈtura] [θintuˈron] � [sɛ̃tyʀ]  � (cinctutus�? )

28 cinque 'five' [ˈtʃiŋkwe] [θiŋko]  � [sɛ̃k] � quinque [kw]�



Attested in 
written forms and 
contemporary 
descriptions

(Classical) 
Latin

Vulgar/Late Latin

Mostly inferred Gallo-Romance Italo-
Romance

Ibero-Romance E. 
Romance

Medieval texts

Observed today French Occitan, 
Provençal

...

Italian 
dialects

Spanish, 
Catalan

Portuguese
, Galician

Romanian 
...



Roman descriptions of pronunciation
Alveolar [t] vs. dental [d]?

at portio dentes quotiens suprema linguae pulsauerit imos modiceque

curua summos tunc d sonitum perficit explicatque uocem. t, qua superis

dentibus intima est origo, summa satis est ad sonitum ferire lingua. 

(Ter. Maurus, K. vi, 331.)

Q differs from c by having lip protrusion: (Mar. Vict., K. vii, 58.)

quarum utramque exprimi faucibus, alteram distento, alteram producto rictu

manifestum est.

ng and nc had velar [ŋ], not [n]:

inter litteram n et g est alia uis, ut in nomine anguis et angari et ancorae et 

increpat et incurrit et ingenuus.  In omnibus his non non uerum n, sed

adulterinum ponitur. nam n non esse lingua indicio est; nam si ea littera

esset, lingua palatum tangeret. (Gellius, xix, 14, 7.)

Etc (W. S. Allen, Vox Latina: The Pronunciation of Classical Latin.)



Regular, gradual sound change,
not arbitrary correlations between modern forms

Lat. k

� ↓ �
kj /  _ i, e [kentum] k /  _ a [kantare], 

[kausa]
k /  _ o, u

↓ [centu] ↓

*cç *kj

e.g. Ital. tʃ *cç [cçantare]

ts [tsẽnt] *tʃ [tʃãnter], [tʃɔzə]

↓ [sãnt] ↓

e.g. Older Sp., Mod. 
Fr.

s [sã̃] ʃ Fr. [ʃãte], [ʃɔzə]

↓

Spanish θ



Difficulties

• Borrowing
• Lexical diffusion: sound changes do not 

apply to all words at the same time.
• Frequency-dependent, unequal rate of 

change can lead to “fossil” forms
…
Problems for another day



Part 2: What kinds of sound 
change occur, and why?

Types of sound change, considered 
traditionally:

A. Substitution
B. Deletion
C. Insertion



Substitution
Viewed as an operation on strings: … axb … → … ayb …

This does not capture the fact that sound changes are non-arbitrary: 

sounds are substituted by similar sounds

� e.g. k → kj, k → cç, j → ç, cç → tʃ, tʃ → ts, tʃ →ʃ, ts → s

� What is similarity?

� A possible “symbolic” implementation of similarity: only single 

features of sounds change

� [+back] → [–back], e.g. k → c

� [–anterior] → [+anterior], e.g. ʃ → s 

� [–continuant] → [+continuant], e.g. t → s, d → ð

� [+low] → [–low], e.g. a → ə



[+back] → [–back], e.g. k → c

[–anterior] → [+anterior], e.g. ʃ → s

Seen not as arbitrary symbol substitutions, but as 

historical changes along a physical continuum:

Back of the mouth ... … Front of mouth

Velar Palatal Postalveolar Alveolar Dental

k, kj → c,  cç → tʃ → s → θ

ç, j ʃ t

o, u i, e, æ



Why do substitutions occur?
• [–continuant] → [+continuant], e.g. t → s, d → ð: undershooting a closing movement

• [+low] → [–low], e.g. a → ə: undershooting an opening movement

Undershooting a closing movement
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Why do substitutions occur?

• [+low] → [–low], e.g. a → ə

Undershooting an opening movement
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Why do sounds change? Variation and reanalysis

Generation n: Speaker intends

but speaker says 

Generation n+1: Listener attends to e.g. [c]

Listener infers (and remembers)

k

[kh], [kx], 

[kj], [c] ...

c



Why can sounds change?

Many–one nature of f: articulation → acoustics

Examples:
� [a] with teeth clenched
� [θ] postdental or interdental
� [ʃ] tip-up vs. [ç] tip-down
� [xw] ~ [ɸw] ~ [fw]

e.g. Dutch lucht ~ German luft
Anglo-Saxon hlahhan → laugh



Why can sounds change?

'Quantal' nonlinearities in articulation → acoustics
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Why can sounds change?
'Quantal' nonlinearities in acoustics → perception

Acoustic variable

% responses

Category A vs B

50%

Category

boundary

e.g. 

[b]

e.g. 

[ph]



Types of sound change: 'deletions'

Viewed as an operation on strings: … axb … → … ab …

Viewed physically/continuously:

Gradual shortening of x, until duration(x) → 0

e.g.   botəl → → botl

suppose → s’ppose



'Deletions' due to redundancy:

e.g. [ãn] > [ã] e.g. French [ʃãte]

Loss of word-final sounds in particular often presents little 
problem to listeners, as words are often identified in 
perception before the whole word has been heard 

e.g. eleph...

But not always: in Romance lgs, for example, word-final 
inflections are highly significant, not redundant.

e.g. petits amis: [ptiz ami]



Types of sound change: 'deletions'

'Deletion' may also arise as the end point of a chain of 
'undershoot' changes

e.g. Turkish [ɑgɑtʃ] > [ɑɣɑtʃ] > [ɑɑtʃ]

Irish bothar *[th] > *[θ] > [h] > [ ]



Types of sound change 
Addition/insertion: epenthesis

Viewed as an operation on strings: … ab … → … ayb …

e.g. brammel → bramble

chimney → chimbley

mince → mintce

What is inserted, and where does it come from?



Addition/insertion as an operation on 
functions: Phasing variations
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What is inserted? Where does it come from?
e.g.2 Prothesis of initial vowels, to make words fit the syllable 

structure of a language at a certain period

étatestadostatostatus

étableestablostallastabulum[st]

épineespinaspinaspina

espèceespeciespecie ['spεtʃe]species[sp]

écoleescuelascuolaschola

escalierescalerascalascalae[sk]

FrenchSpanishItalianLatin



Explanations?
“The pronunciation of words beginning with an initial 

group consisting of s+consonant was facilitated by 
the development of a vocalic on-glide (written e, i)”

A contemporary story:

� sp, st, sk became 'prohibited' syllable-initially. 
(Why?)

� Thus, spina became syllabified as  s. pi. na

� But s is not a 'good' syllable (no vowel)

� So a vowel is added to fix up the first syllable

� Hence, es. pi. na. (Why not se. pi. na?)



Insertion as the inverse of 'deletion'
Lat/Ital [spi:na] Spanish [espi:na] French [epi:nə]

Syll 1 = 63%; 
espina0.wav

Syll 1 = 63.5%; 
espina1.wav

Syll 1 = 65%; 
espina2.wav

[s] eclipses [e]

Short voicing

interval

Longer voicing

interval

[p] eclipses [s]



Part 3

Digital necrophonetics: a 10-year (?) 
programme for the reinvention of the 

comparative method,
or

What might we achieve by functional 
phylogenetic modelling of phonetic data?



Attested 
in writing

Recorded 
today

... ...

Reconstruct the comparative 
method in terms of operations on 

sound recordings

French Italian Spanish

Late Latin



Digital necrophonetics

needs functional representations than can be
a) derived from recordings
b) transformed/manipulated (morphing, pca

etc)
c) used to resynthesize audible outputs, for 

evaluation against ancient written forms
LPC? Wavelets? PSOLA?



2. Reconstruct intermediate 
generations of pronunciations

� Since there are about 100 generations in the Romance 
tree, a rather fine-grained history of word forms could be 
derived.

� Some of these should align with such records of earlier 
forms as are available.

� Using known similarity/perceptual confusion metrics 
across cognate reconstructed forms, derive points of 
'splitting'. This may confirm or challenge received wisdom 
about the chronology.



3. Derive similar histories and 
reconstructions for

Germanic
Celtic
Indo-Iranian
Slavonic
Baltic



4. Add modern singletons (Albanian, 
Greek, Armenian) in order to 



5. reconstruct Proto-Indo-European 
acoustics. Hear it 'spoken'.

PIE in the sky?



5. reconstruct Proto-Indo-European 
acoustics. Hear it 'spoken'.

PIE in the sky?
No more so than digital 
reconstruction of sabre-toothed 
tigers in “Walking with Beasts”, 
etc.



Thank you!


